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INNOVATOR
Do you ever see this?

As pressures mount to reduce turnaround time, more 
and more labs are seeing this artifact (Fig. 1). Some 
call it the nuclear halo artifact, others refer to it as 
the case of disappearing nuclei. We call it the artifact 
of managed healthcare [The Innovator 2 (1), 1998]. 
Epithelial nuclei are the fi rst to exhibit it: progressive 
loss of nuclear detail, shift of color from dark blue-
violet to pale gray-blue. In severe cases, nuclei seem 
to disappear altogether (Fig. 2). Connective tissue 
nuclei are less likely to exhibit the problem, as you 
can see in these photomicrographs. The artifact has 
its roots in inadequate fi xation, but a wide variety of 
post-fi xation events may be responsible for the exact 
appearance of the damage.

If the specimen is not fi xed quickly, the cells  ̓ own 
enzymes will cause autolysis. If structures are not 
completely fi xed before dehydration on the tissue 
processor, alcohol will fi nish the job. Since formalin 
and alcohol denature macromolecules in very 
different ways, the appearance of aldehyde-fi xed 

Figure 1.
Hazy nuclei appear fi rst in epithelial cells when fi xation is inadequate. 
Autolysis occurs and the specimen is not denatured suffi ciently to resist the 
rigors of processing and slide drying. Gastric biopsy, NBF, H&E. 20x

Figure 2.

In severe cases of poor fi xation, nuclei seem to disappear. Gastric biopsy, 
NBF, H&E, 50x

tissue bears little resemblance to alcohol-fi xed 
material. Aldehyde patterns of fi xation are considered 
the norm the world over, so alcoholic infl uences are 
generally considered undesirable.

The artifacts depicted here were created by fi xing 
specimens for just a few hours in NBF, then processing 
through alcohol. Formalin is simply too slow for 
such a hurried program. It penetrates slowly and 
reacts slowly with the tissue. All in all, it is entirely 
unsuitable for the needs of most clinical labs.

Fortunately, there are a number of ways around the 
problem, short of holding specimens for 24 to 48 
hours before processing. We have created a variety of 
solutions to meet your need for faster – and better – 
fi xatives. We will start with the easiest changeover 
and progress from there. Each successive solution 
has greater advantages.
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If you do not have a fixative on your processor, 
you are missing valuable fixation time. Fig. 3 is 
from a lab that did not fix on the processor. Most 
of the structure is fine, but the epithelial nuclei 
are disappearing. By placing NBF in station 1 of 
the processor, we achieved notable improvement 
(Fig. 4). We are not content with the lack of 
chromatin patterns, but this set shows what a little 
more fixation time can do.

For most labs, the easiest solution is to replace 
aqueous formalin on the processor with alcoholic 
formalin. Our CBA Formalin is a concentrate for 
buffered alcoholic formalin. Depending upon 
your need, use it in station 2, stations 2 and 3 
or even 1, 2 and 3. It will not induce alcoholic 
patterns of fixation. Your gain is minimal with 
this solution, but it may be all you need.

Zinc formaldehyde solutions are much more 
effective fixatives than regular formalin. They 
work faster and make the macromolecules rigid 
enough to withstand dehydration, slide drying 
and all the other potentially harmful things that 
occur along the way. Zinc prevents nuclear 
bubbling (soapsuds) artifact as well as the ones 
shown in Figs. 1–4. Cell membranes become 
distinct (Fig. 5) and colors may be pleasantly 
brighter (Fig. 6).

Figure 3.

Short fixation before processing, no fixative on the processor. Gastric 
biopsy, NBF, H&E. 20x

Figure 4.

Short fixation before processing, fixative on the processor. Note 
improvement in nuclear staining. Gastric biopsy, NBF, H&E. 20x

Figure 5.

Zinc additive in formalin creates perfect fixation in only 5 hours. Small 
intestine, Z-Fix, H&E. 40x
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If that werenʼt enough, zinc prevents the loss of 
immunoreactivity so common with NBF, even 
with fixation times of a month or more. For the 
vast majority of antibodies, antigen retrieval is 
a thing of the past! We offer both buffered (Z-
Fix) and unbuffered (Zinc Formalin) versions 
of this popular fixative. A concentrate for 
alcoholic buffered zinc formalin (Alcoholic Z-
Fix Concentrate) is also available when fixation 
time is short.

One of Anatechʼs goals is to develop products that 
make our workplaces safer and our environment 
healthier. Toward this end, we created Z-5 to 
replace mercuric fixatives like B-5. With current 
trends of eliminating all sources of mercury from 
hospitals, Z-5 could be your key to compliance if 
you are still using B-5.

Z-5 is very fast and very impressive in its 
structural preservation. If you need exquisite 
nuclear detail for a diagnosis, Z-5 is one of your 
best options. Lymph nodes (Fig. 7) and bone 
marrow biopsies (Fig. 8) benefit especially from 
this fixative.

Figure 6.

Z-Fix is superb with lymphatic tissue. Thymus, Z-Fix, H&E. 40x 

Figure 7.

Fixation with our B-5 substitute. Hodgkin’s lymphoma, Z-5, H&E. 40x

Figure 8.

Bone marrow is beautifully preserved in Z-5. Marrow clot, Z-5, H&E. 50x
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If you want to see cellular detail like itʼs supposed to look, 
experience easier microtoming, avoid or reduce antigen 
retrieval (most antigens) AND have a safer workplace, 
Prefer is the clear choice. Notice the striated border of 
the columnar epithelium of the intestine (Fig. 9), the 
clarity of spermatogenic cells in the testis (Fig. 10), the 
precise architecture of the salivary gland (Fig. 11) and the 
extraordinary brush borders of the proximal convoluted 
tubules in the kidney (Fig. 12). All of this was achieved 
with the same or less fixation time as that employed for 
NBF to produce the artifacts in Figs. 1-4. Now there is a 
serious solution to your problems!

For us, the ultimate solution is Prefer, a glyoxal-based 
fixative. It combines all the good features of zinc (great 
detail, excellent immunologic preservation) with even 
greater speed. The crowning point is that it is formaldehyde-
free. Glyoxal does not evaporate, so it gives off no harmful 
vapors. By removing formalin from your lab, you avoid all 
the compliance issues and costs associated with OSHA̓ s 
Formaldehyde Standard. Prefer is available ready to use, 
or as a concentrate from which either aqueous or alcoholic 
versions can be made.

Figure 9.

Prefer offers the benefits of zinc formaldehyde fixatives without the 
hazards of formaldehyde. Small intestine, Prefer, H&E. 20x

Figure 10.

General morphology and fine structural detail are wonderfully displayed 
after fixation in Prefer. Testis, Prefer, H&E. 20x

Figure 11.

Red blood cells are lysed after exposure to Prefer, but remain as colorless 
ghosts. Salivary gland, Prefer, H&E. 20x

Figure 12.

Fine structures like the striated border of proximal convoluted tubules 
are rendered with great clarity after fixation in Prefer. Kidney, Prefer, H&E. 
50x


